Influence of amplitude modulated noise on the recognition of communication signals in the grasshopper Chorthippus biguttulus.
The detection of acoustic communication signals in the presence of sinusoidally amplitude modulated noise was investigated in males of the grasshopper Chorthippus biguttulus. The auditory system of grasshoppers exhibits only poor spectral resolution. Hence, these animals are ideally suited to investigate noise tolerance in a system operating in the temporal domain. As a sensitive indicator for signal recognition the conspicuous phonotactic turning responses of males were recorded. The main result was that noise modulated at low frequencies (1.5-5 Hz) did not impair recognition compared to a unmodulated noise. With long stimuli even a moderate improvement of noise tolerance was observed, an effect that can probably be attributed to the existence of long troughs at low modulation frequencies during which the masking of the signal was reduced. Higher modulation frequencies (15-150 Hz), however, rendered detection and recognition increasingly difficult, due to a strong interference of the sound pulses of the masking noise with the syllable-pause structure of the species-specific signals. There are no indications for the operation of mechanisms analogous to comodulation masking release as found in vertebrates, nor for a spatial release from masking.